WATER’S EDGE
In a pristine private corner of Sydney Harbour, a modern family house is given
a luxuriously customised makeover reﬂecting the sea, rocks, sand and sky.
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A pair of Dedon ‘Orbit’ woven rattan outdoor sofas from Domo
provide luxurious poolside lounging where the deck meets the ocean.
The mattresses in Perennials ‘Ishi’ outdoor fabric, and the cushions in
Clodagh for Perennials ‘Raffia’ and Perennials ‘No Bones About It’
are all from South Pacific Fabrics. The pool surrounds are tiled
in ‘Grigio Arturo’ marble from Euromarble. Details, last pages.
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A covered terrace features outdoor lounges by Dylan Farrell for the
Thomas Hamel Collection, with upholstery in Lelièvre ‘Nacelle’, from
South Pacific Fabrics, and cushions in McGuire fabric, from Cavit &
Co, and Link Outdoor fabric, from Residence Australia. The ‘Topazia in
Midollino’ chairs are from Promemoria, London. The seating is grouped
on a Bolon woven vinyl rug. OPPOSITE: the ‘Acacia’ tables are from Hermon
& Hermon, and the sculpture is by Israeli artist Yoav Ben Dov.
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in a house that can now reflect its beautiful situation, new and
thoughtful work has allowed the mesmerising ebb and flow of
the land and seascape to interact with the interior. It is all
of a piece, and the owners seem very content.
The house was built 17 years ago in a hyper-modern way on the
site of a former boathouse. Settled into a secluded, private corner
of Sydney’s inner harbour, the monumental edifice hovered above
the water and overwhelmed the sensitive and organic nature of the
pristine environment. With the changing needs of their family,
the owners were tempted to start all over again and rebuild – but
Sydney interior designer Thomas Hamel and his creative director
Dylan Farrell, of Thomas Hamel & Associates, suggested instead
an internal rather than external transformation. Working from
the inside out, they proposed more vital and romantic ideas,
more comfort, more subtlety, more flexibility. The owners were
delighted, and through the art and the craft, the organic shapes
and surfaces, the sensitive lighting and the colours, Hamel and
Farrell have created a natural and sophisticated response to the site.
The house now opens up to the outdoors. The outside
comes indoors in the textured timbers, the natural linens, the
customised burnt and charred metal work. In a time of brights
so bright they can be quite tiring, here, the surroundings are
natural, wood and wood colours – the seating and the cushions
a lyrical mix of sea blue, a violet into pink (depending on the
light) and a subtle citrus – a calm but expressive use of colour
that reflects the more organic sensibility of the indoor landscape.
The vast light-washed entrance has been softened with a new
timber ceiling and natural matting laid over existing stone
floors. On gallery-white corridor walls, Mike Baird’s ribbon of
burnished steel mesh twists and flies as if casually tossed
against the surface, its undulations drawing you down in tiered
views past the bedroom level and down to the earthy, darkened
tones of the ground level, at the heart of the interior.
The high-pitched, beamed and timber-lined ceiling that
speaks of boat sheds draws the living room through a glass
enclosure to an open-fronted terrace facing the water: an ebb
and flow where, like the tide, the water turns back to the
interior in a shimmering and rippling, blue silk rug. On
the wall, Dani Marti’s amoeba-like sculpture in steel and
copper mesh appears subterranean. A coffee table designed by
Farrell for the Thomas Hamel Collection is reminiscent of
branched mangrove roots, hand-forged in aged bronze.
“Artistic risks should be taken,” says Farrell, “but employed
in ways that do not suggest gimmickry.”
The cross-pollination in furnishings reflects a global aesthetic
that is integrated, live, not frozen in the moment as in
a museum. “Thomas likes to shop all over the world,” Farrell
comments. Troscan side chairs are from Holly Hunt in Los
Angeles, lights were sourced from Ochre, UK, and Michael
Coffey’s wondrously sculptural hand-carved walnut console
in the dining room is from Todd Merrill in New York. The
custom-designed walnut joinery is chiselled to resemble
a weathered patina and oiled, with aged brass detail for lustre.
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OPPOSITE, ABOVE: the powder room’s custom-designed cabinet, made by
Stylewood Constructions, is topped with a Kallista ‘Obidos’ basin from
US-based Ann Sacks, and Brodware ‘Vero’ tapware from Candana.
OPPOSITE, BELOW AND THIS PAGE: the dining room’s glass wall opens to a
visual and aural backdrop of the ocean. The custom dining table is set
on a Bolon woven vinyl rug along with Troscan ‘Ennis’ chairs from Holly
Hunt in Los Angeles, upholstered in Perennials ‘Nit Witty’ from South
Pacific Fabrics. A painting by Tim Storrier hangs above the hand-carved
‘Crosswinds II’ console by Michael Coffey, from Todd Merrill in New York.
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A vaulted timber ceiling brings a boathouse feel to the living room
and extends the space into the adjoining terrace. The maritime nature
of the location is replayed in the interior, with a large galvanised steel
sculpture by Dani Marti and an aged bronze and glass ‘Bijou’ coffee table
by Dylan Farrell for Thomas Hamel. Inspired by mangrove roots, it sits
on a Carini Lang silk rug from Residence Australia. The ‘Arc’ standing
lamp is from Chista in New York. A pair of walnut and leather Hutton
occasional chairs from Holly Hunt, LA, sit with an Ironies ‘Henri’
side table from Kneedler Fauchère, also in LA. The sofas and
stools were custom-designed by Thomas Hamel & Associates.
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OPPOSITE:

in the living room, the patina of weathered timber
is cleverly mimicked in the custom-designed walnut
fireplace surround and joinery, made by Stylewood
Constructions. THIS PAGE: Ochre ‘Eucalyptus’ wall sconce
lights and a sculptural fire grill by Dylan Farrell and Ferro
Artistico provide artisan detailing. The ‘Bianca’ daybed
by Paul Mathieu, from Ralph Pucci International, is
upholstered in Castel ‘Nalin’ from Residence Australia.
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Light streams into the original
kitchen, OPPOSITE, from an overhead
glass ceiling. New wall panels
in cerused (wire-brushed) white
oak visually link the kitchen with
adjoining living areas. A formal
bar at the rear of the dining room,
THIS PAGE, comes into its own when
the family entertains. Suspended
above the bar is a David D’Imperio
custom-made bronze ‘Helikon’
light fitting. Counter seating is
provided by Gulassa & Co stools
by Christopher Flechtner from
Thomas Lavin, LA. The counter
in reconstituted stone was
retained from the original house.
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“THE DECORATION IS NOT RUNNING WILD. IT ALLOWS
THE OWNERS SPACE TO SPEAK IN THEIR OWN VOICE”
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Metallic touches throughout add a gleam – and some glamour
– to the mix of new, aged and recycled timbers. The customdesigned dining table in recycled weathered white oak is inset
with lacquered linen, a subtle attention to detail which
underscores the design approach. The pieces are individual
and clever, using unusual materials in a cohesive and personalised
way. “We didn’t overtly accessorise,” says Farrell. “There’s not a
tremendous amount of embellishment. The decoration is not
running wild – it allows the owners space to speak in their own
voice. It feels finished whether or not they choose to mix it up.”
In the dining room, as in the living area, walls of glass concertina
open to let the interior spaces succumb to the outside: a natural,
shimmering backdrop – especially at dusk when the reflections and
watery sounds create an entrancing ambience. Step across the
manicured, cushioned lawn to the pool lying at the ocean’s edge,
to the ripple and flicker of light in glass mosaic tiles. Here, on
a raised platform, two over-scaled wrapped rattan sofas create tents
for glamorous home camping, an intimate and enclosed worldwithin-a-world to which the owners might escape with a book.
The ease and sophisticated comfort continues indoors where
the ambience is heightened by technically refined lighting, the
harsher spotlights replaced with what Farrell calls “a new
reflectivity” that controls the atmosphere.
What didn’t change significantly was the kitchen. Sleek and
handsome with nothing extraneous, it’s a functional space, set
back and quiet, that doesn’t interfere. Galactic, Farrell thought.
All the vital working machinery has been swept away into the
adjoining walk-in pantry. It’s a kitchen with purpose.
In fact, the revival of the house has always been about purpose.
The transformation is subtle, it’s comfortable, it flows through the
layered living areas in a clever and sympathetic understanding of
the site. It has evolved into the change the owners truly wanted. VL
The open white spaces of the interior create a natural backdrop for the
owners’ art collection. In the wide entry corridor, the sinuous ribbon of
Mike Baird’s Free Form sculpture in burnished stainless-steel mesh leads
the eye down to the ground-level living areas. In a rear corridor (TOP RIGHT)
is a panelled glass installation by Janet Laurence. Details, last pages.
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